MEMO

FROM: Patrick Wilson, Senior Vice President of Operations and Program Development

DATE: May 15, 2013

SUBJECT: Demarini Softball Bats manufactured by Wilson Sports, Inc.-DeMarini Bustos Models WTDXBPF-10 and WTDXBPX-12

To Whom It May Concern:

It has come to our attention that two softball bat models produced by DeMarini, (Wilson Sports Incorporated) were manufactured with incorrect artwork or graphics. These models include conflicting BPF (Bat Performance Factor) markings as well as the names of youth baseball organizations. Models WTDXBPF-10 and WTDXBPX-12 from the DeMarini Bustos softball bat line bear both 1.15BPF and 1.20 BPF markings.

Please note that these models are marked with the 1.20 BPF, and are permitted to be used in all divisions of play in Little League Softball. Please utilize this memo as official notification that Little League International will allow the above referenced models to be used during regular season and tournament play.